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We study the impact of Cu intercalation on the charge density wave (CDW) in 1T-CuxTiSe2 by scanning
tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. Cu atoms, identified through density functional theory modeling,
are found to intercalate randomly on the octahedral site in the van der Waals gap and to dope delocalized
electrons near the Fermi level. While the CDW modulation period does not depend on Cu content, we
observe the formation of charge stripe domains at low Cu content (x < 0.02) and a breaking up of the
commensurate order into 2 × 2 domains at higher Cu content. The latter shrink with increasing Cu
concentration and tend to be phase shifted. These findings invalidate a proposed excitonic pairing as the
primary CDW formation mechanism in this material.
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Correlated electron systems are prone to develop distinct
electronic ground states, such as superconductivity, charge
density waves (CDWs), and spin ordered phases. The
nature of the interplay between these ground states is the
focus of intense research efforts. A CDW is a spatial
modulation of the electron density associated with local
lattice distortions. CDWs are found in a number of quasi-
two-dimensional superconductors, including transition
metal dichalcogenides [1], intercalated graphite [2], cup-
rates [3–5] and pnictides [6]. Of particular interest, largely
driven by the puzzle of high temperature superconductivity,
is whether charge order is competing, cooperating, or
simply coexisting with superconductivity [7]. The layered
transition metal dichalcogenide 1T-TiSe2 offers an attrac-
tive playground to explore the interplay between these two
electronic ground states, thus potentially contributing to
resolving similar outstanding questions in cuprate super-
conductors and other strongly correlated materials.
1T-TiSe2 consists of a stack of van der Waals (vdW)

coupled layers allowing in situ preparation of surfaces
ideally suited for scanning probe investigations by cleav-
ing. When cooled below TCDW ≃ 200 K, it undergoes a
second-order phase transition into a commensurate 2 × 2 ×
2 CDW superlattice [8,9]. There is currently no consensus
on the origin of the CDW in this material. Two possible
scenarios are being considered, one based on a purely
electronic process characterized by an excitonic instability
[8], while the other one involves a Jahn-Teller (JT)
distortion [10]. More refined theories also propose a
mixture of these two possible contributions, in the so
called indirect JT transition [11–13].
1T-TiSe2 becomes superconducting when intercalating

more than x ¼ 0.04 copper into the vdW gap, with a
maximum critical temperature Tc ¼ 4.1 K near x ¼ 0.08
[14]. Transport measurements [14,15] indicate the CDW is

suppressed upon increasing the Cu content which would
suggest a competition with superconductivity. A more
recent report of an incommensurate CDW above the
superconducting dome in pristine crystals under pressure
[16] suggests a more complex scenario, where CDW
fluctuations promote superconductivity. Traces of incom-
mensurate CDW patches have also been found in gated
TiSe2 thin films [17]. Here, we focus on the effect of Cu
intercalation on the CDW in 1T-TiSe2 in an effort to
contribute to this discussion from an atomic scale structural
and spectroscopic perspective.
The band structure is an important ingredient for under-

standing the CDWand superconducting phases. According
to angular resolved photoemission (ARPES), the dominant
contributions to the electronic band structure near the Fermi
level are a Ti 3d conduction band at the L point and a Se 4p
valence band at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone [18]. At
low temperature, ARPES reveals strong band renormaliza-
tion with a large transfer of spectral weight into backfolded
bands pointing at an excitonic ground state driven CDW
transition. On Cu intercalated crystals, ARPES shows the
Ti 3d conduction band to sink below the Fermi level,
indicating an electron donor character of Cu. Increasing the
Cu content towards the superconducting composition, the
backfolding of the Se 4p valence band is found to slowly
disappear, suggesting competition between CDWorder and
superconductivity [19]. However, an alternative explana-
tion contends that the latter is a coincidental response to
increasing the chemical potential, which suppresses
the CDW, and to the enhancement of states at the Fermi
level that ultimately favors the emergence of superconduc-
tivity [20].
1T-CuxTiSe2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.07) single crystals were grown

by iodine vapor transport of a stoichiometric mixture of Ti
and Se sealed in a quartz ampoule under high vacuum. The
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Cu content xwas adjusted by adding an appropriate amount
of metallic Cu to the starting materials. Single crystals were
obtained after one week at 650 °C for pristine (x ¼ 0) and
830 °C for Cu intercalated specimen. These temperatures
were chosen to limit the amount of Ti self-doping [9,21].
The single crystals were cleaved in situ at room temperature
prior to the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
spectroscopy (STS) measurements (base pressure below
1 × 10−10 mBar). We used in situ conditioned PtIr tips and
the bias voltage Vbias was applied to the sample. The
differential conductance dI=dVðVÞ curves were acquired
using a standard lock-in technique with a 5 mV bias
modulation at 413.7 Hz.
DFT modeling of intercalated Cu was performed with

the plane wave pseudopotential code VASP [22,23],
version 5.3.5. Projector-augmented waves [24] in a 28.04 ×
28.04 Å2 rhombohedral unit cell were used with the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [25] exchange correlation
functional and plane wave cutoffs of 295 eV. The 1T-TiSe2
surface was modeled with two layers with the bottom Se
layer fixed. A Monkhorst-Pack mesh with 1 × 1 × 1 and
2 × 2 × 1 k points was used to sample the Brillouin zone of
the cell, with the finer grid used to check convergence. The
parameters gave an energy difference convergence better
than 0.01 eV. During structural relaxations, a tolerance of
0.03 eV=Å was applied. STM images were generated
following the Tersoff-Hamann [26] approach in which
the IðVÞ characteristic measured by STM is proportional
to the integrated local density of states (LDOS) of the
surface using the BSKAN code [27].
A positive identification of the Cu atoms in topographic

STM images is paramount to a thorough atomic scale
study of the impact of intercalated Cu on the CDW in
1T-CuxTiSe2.While STM imaging readily revealed specific
patterns of intercalated Ti and three other dominant single
atom defects in 1T-TiSe2 [28], the footprint of intercalated
Cu proved far more elusive. Guided by DFT modeling, we
find that intercalatedCu atoms are only resolvedwith atomic
resolution in a reduced energy window around−1.2 V, with
a perfect correspondence betweenmodel and data [Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b)]. This is the first solid experimental evidence that
intercalated Cu is indeed sitting on the octahedral site in the
vdW gap [Fig. 1(c)], as assumed in the literature [29,30].
Substantial charge inhomogeneities are seen in STM

micrographs of Cu intercalated 1T-TiSe2 [Fig. 2(a)],
especially at low bias. Imaging the exact same region at
−1.2 V [Fig. 2(b)] where Cu atoms can be resolved one by
one, we show that these inhomogeneities are directly linked
to intercalated Cu, with bright regions corresponding to an
accumulation of Cu atoms. The two distinct STM images in
Fig. 2 have been aligned with atomic scale precision based
on single atom defects identified in previous studies
[28,31]. Such precise identification of single atom defects
resolved by STM permits exquisite insight into the micro-
scopic nature of the material and the CDW. The atomic

patterns of the defects associated with single atom O, I, Ti,
and Cu defects imply that the observed CDW modulation
resides on the Se sites. The relative orientation of these
mostly triangular features further confirm the local 1T-
polytype of the single crystals investigated. Intercalated Ti
was shown to show two different topographic patterns
depending on its relative position with respect to the CDW
superlattice [28]. In the case of Cu, no topographic differ-
ence is seen instead. Finally, the local Cu concentration of
the region under the STM tip can be assessed simply by
counting the Cu atoms: the ∼200 Cu atoms found within
the 18 × 18 nm2 of Fig. 2 are in excellent agreement with
the nominal doping x ¼ 0.07 of that crystal.
Low temperature tunneling spectroscopy of

1T-CuxTiSe2 [Fig. 1(d)] reveals a gap ΔCDW ≃ 80 meV

FIG. 1. (a) DFT simulation and (b) STM image of an interca-
lated Cu atom (1.72 × 1.72 nm2, Vbias ¼ −1.2 V, It ¼ 30 pA).
(c) Model of the 1T-CuxTiSe2 showing the Cu atom position in
the vdW gap. (d) Experimental dI=dVðVÞ curves obtained on
1T-TiSe2 (red) and 1T-Cu0.012TiSe2 (blue, black) single crystals
(averaging 20 spectra for each curve, T ¼ 1.2 K, Vset ¼ 150 mV,
It ¼ 100 pA). Inset: spectra taken in a Cu-free region away from
Ti defects (blue) and on an intercalated Ti (green) of the same
1T-Cu0.012TiSe2 sample.
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opening below the chemical potential as the material is
cooled through TCDW for all Cu concentrations considered.
This marked asymmetry and line shape are unusual for a
CDW. Note that the gap opening below the Fermi level is
consistent with the observed real space charge modulation
residing primarily on the Se sites and Se 4p states being the
main contributions to the valence band. The gap edge in the
occupied LDOS is shifting to lower energies with increas-
ing Cu content [arrows in Fig. 1(d)] while the gap is
partially filling with states added near the Fermi level.
These spectral changes correspond to increasing the
chemical potential consistent with the electron donor nature
of intercalated Cu. They are sensitive to the local Cu
concentration with a higher LDOS measured at EF in the
brighter Cu-rich regions [Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3]. These
observations are in agreement with previous STM [32] and
ARPES [19,20] studies. Here, we demonstrate a direct link
between the Cu content and the observed band shift. The
origin of the weak singularity at EF, also observed in point-
contact tunneling [33], remains to be firmly established. It
is most likely not a real DOS feature but a manifestation
of electron-electron interaction and impurity scattering
expected in disordered metals [34], with disorder due to
intercalated Cu and Ti.
The charge order landscape imaged by STM in

1T-CuxTiSe2 depends on the Cu content x. The most
striking features in filled state STM micrographs of low
doped crystals (x < 0.02) are the appearance of symmetry
breaking stripe CDW (1Q) domains and, in Cu-rich
regions, a reduced amplitude of the 2 × 2 CDW (3Q)
[Fig. 3(a)]. Tip artifacts are excluded to explain the stripe
domains: 1Q and 3Q charge order is seen along the same
scan line—hence, with the same tip configuration. We do
not measure any systematic spectroscopic difference
between the two domains. Stripe charge order has been
observed by STM in other layered compounds [2,35,36]
and was attributed to local strain. Strain could play a role

here as a consequence of the reported 1T-TiSe2 unit cell
expansion when intercalating Cu [37].
We observe 1Q and 3Q phases coexisting down to 1.2 K

in low doped crystals. They are always commensurate and
in perfect registry with the Se lattice. The Fourier trans-
forms show the q1Q component of the stripe phase to be
identical to one of the three q3Q components of the 3Q
phase (Fig. 3). This is different from the observations in
2H-NbSe2 where they were found to differ by as much as
13% [35]. The independence of the 1Q and 3Q Fourier
components on Cu concentration and the marked electron-
hole asymmetry of the CDW gap exclude a Fermi surface
nesting mechanism to explain the CDW. Figure 3 further
questions the chiral nature of the CDW in 1T-TiSe2
claimed in several STM studies [32,38] based on a
systematic hierarchy in the amplitudes of the q3Q CDW
Fourier components. There is no supporting evidence for a
chiral CDW in our images. We see no significant amplitude
differences in the Fourier components, and only a single
q1Q component is present in the stripe domains.
In high doped crystals (x > 0.05), we do not observe

well developed stripe domains but we find the 3Q phase to
break up into short range ordered nanometer-scale domains
(Fig. 4). These domains are predominantly surrounded by
Cu-rich regions, and tend to be π-phase shifted with a few
atomically sharp boundaries separating adjacent domains.
Each domain is locally commensurate, and the slight
incommensurability reported in some bulk experiments
[16,17] might result from the stacking along the c axis
of such phase-shifted domains. A similar break up of the
CDW into phase-shifted domains has been reported
recently in Ti intercalated crystals [21] where the effect
is observed already for 2% Ti content. In both cases, the
2 × 2 domain size is shrinking with an increasing number
of intercalated atoms and the charge modulation period is
independent of x.
Comparing the impact of Cu and Ti on the charge order

and LDOS provides insightful clues on the CDW formation

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. STM micrographs of the same surface region of
1T-Cu0.07TiSe2 at 1.2 K. The set point (Vbias ¼ 150 mV,
It ¼ 30 pA) in (a) is chosen to show the CDW modulation
and (−1.2 V, 30 pA) in (b) to show the intercalated Cu atoms.
Blue dots represent the Cu atom positions in the vdW gap and
labeled arrows point at single atom defects [28]. Scale bars: 2 nm.

FIG. 3. STM micrograph (Vbias ¼ −50 mV, It ¼ 200 pA) of
1T-Cu0.01TiSe2 at 78 K showing 3Q CDW (panels 2 and 3) and
1Q stripe (panels 1 and 4) domains on an inhomogeneous
background due to intercalated Cu atoms. The numbered panels
show the regions where the Fourier transforms were calculated,
with circles and triangles corresponding to the q3Q and q1Q
components, respectively. Scale bar: 2 nm.
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mechanism. Modeling the STM fingerprints of Cu (Fig. 1)
and Ti [28] shows they intercalate on the same lattice site in
the vdW gap of 1T-TiSe2. Both contribute electrons to the
system. Ti is a local dopant with a broad localized state
below the Fermi level in the tunneling spectra and no
apparent shift in chemical potential [inset of Fig. 1(d)]. Cu,
on the other hand, is a band dopant inducing a significant
shift in the chemical potential [Fig. 1(d)]. The peak in the
resistivity as a function of temperature at the CDW phase
transition is progressively reduced with increasing Cu
content while it collapses abruptly for the highest Ti
content [21]. These results can be understood within the
exciton CDW formation mechanism. We have shown that
increasing Cu gradually shifts the chemical potential up in
energy [Fig. 1(d)] and the Ti 3d band deeper below the
Fermi level. The system thereby becomes metallic (see also
Ref. [14]) and the formation of excitons is progressively
suppressed. Ti doping, on the other hand, does not shift
the chemical potential, leaving the excitonic pairing
unchanged until the CDW domain size becomes smaller
than the exciton Bohr radius thus abruptly suppressing their
formation [21].
However, the exciton scenario is not compatible with the

persistence of a clear local charge order observed by STM
in crystals where the CDW phase transition is no longer
detected by transport. Thus, excitons may enhance long-
range CDW correlations resulting in a signal for nonlocal
probes such as transport and ARPES, but the microscopic
CDW formation must involve other contributions such as
phonons, for example. A similar picture was proposed in a
pump-probe study of 1T-TiSe2 [39], where it was shown
that the lattice distortion is still present when the excitonic
order is quenched. van Wezel et al. [12] also concluded in a
theoretical study that the presence of excitons significantly
enhances the CDW order induced by electron phonon
coupling. In addition, the gap opening below the Fermi
level as measured by tunneling spectroscopy renders a
purely electronic mechanism energetically unfavorable.

Finally, and although superconductivity is not the main
focus of this work, we note that the persistence of well
developed CDW domains up to the highest Cu contents
considered suggests that the suppression of the CDW is not
the key factor in the emergence of superconductivity in
1T-CuxTiSe2. Instead, as already proposed in high-pressure
[16] and carrier injection [17] experiments, superconduc-
tivity may arise from the inhomogeneities of the CDW
pattern. Moreover, spectroscopy shows Cu intercalation to
shift the chemical potential to higher energies and increase
the LDOS at the Fermi level providing a favorable
electronic configuration for the appearance of supercon-
ductivity above x ¼ 0.04.
In summary, the unambiguous identification of interca-

lated Cu atoms in 1T-TiSe2 enables us to specify their
precise atomic position in the octahedral site of the vdW
gap—unknown so far—and to establish a firm link between
Cu doping and STM topographic and spectroscopic fea-
tures. In particular, we confirm Cu is a donor contributing
delocalized electrons at the Fermi level and shifting the
chemical potential up in energy in agreement with previous
ARPES results [19,20]. We observe a striking instability
towards the formation of charge stripes at low Cu concen-
tration (x < 0.02) and the formation of short-range ordered
domains which tend to be phase shifted at higher Cu
contents (x > 0.05). The charge order period observed by
STM imaging is independent on the nominal Cu concen-
tration and persists locally to doping levels where transport
and other spectroscopy techniques no longer detect a CDW
phase. The present STM-STS study shows that excitonic
pairing alone cannot account for the CDW formation and
that another, not purely electronic microscopic mechanism
must be at play.
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